UNIVERSITY CURRICULUM COMMITTEE

Wednesday, May 9, 2012
10:00-12:00 – Provost’s Conference Room

AGENDA- Revised

1. Call to Order
2. Approval of Agenda
3. Approval of Minutes
4. Old Business
5. New Business- Curriculum Proposals
   UCC 11-12 101  BA- DMA- Music Technology Option       MP
   UCC 11-12 103  BA- DMA- Audio Recording Option       MP
   UCC 11-12 104  DMA 452                                NC
   UCC 11-12 133  Ed Specialist Instruction Clear Credential NP
   UCC 11-12 134  SPE 570                               NC
   UCC 11-12 135  SPE 571                               NC
   UCC 11-12 127  SPE 580                               NC
   UCC 11-12 128  SPE 581                               NC

   Discontinue/Retire
   UCC 11-12 136  Ed Specialist Teaching Cred Mild/Mod Level I   DP
   UCC 11-12 137  Ed Specialist Teaching Cred Mod/Severe Level I  DP
   UCC 11-12 138  Ed Specialist Teaching Cred ECSE Level I      DP
   UCC 11-12 139  SPE 541                                  RC
   UCC 11-12 141  SPE 545                                  RC
   UCC 11-12 142  Ed Specialist Teaching Cred Mild/Mod Level II  DP
   UCC 11-12 143  Ed Specialist Teaching Cred Mod/Severe Level II DP
   UCC 11-12 144  Ed Specialist Teaching Cred ECSE Level II     DP
   UCC 11-12 146  SPE 528                                  RC

FC = frozen course, MC = modified course, NC = new course, RC = retired course FP=frozen program, DP=discontinued program, MP = modified program, NP=new program
6. Election of UCC Chair

7. Announcements

8. Adjourn

FC = frozen course, MC = modified course, NC = new course, RC = retired course FP=frozen program, DP=discontinued program, MP = modified program, NP=new program